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1.	Rally Ho!
Price: $29.95
An RV trip in a box. While en route, you’ll
marvel at America’s majestic wonders, scenic destinations and endless attractions. The
board game journey, like real life trips, may
bring unexpected challenges and delays.
You must strategize to keep ahead of the
competition, and the more you know about
America, travel and the RV lifestyle, the
faster you’ll reach the rally and win!
541-382-8785
www.rallyho-rvgame.com

2.	SmartTotes
Price: $62–$250
Premium portable waste tank saves time,
effort and hassle. When your holding tanks
are full, just empty them into a SmartTote
instead of moving your RV. The self-storing
sewer hose stays connected at the bottom of the tank, and the AutoStop level
gauge/valve stops flow when the tank is
full, preventing messy overfilling.
888-626-7576
www.campingworld.com

3.	RV Jack Pad
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Price: $36–$280
The DICA Jack Pad protects you from any
worries in setup and keeps your RV level
in all conditions. It also provides a larger
footprint for your jack stands to rest, keeping your motorhome level in all conditions.
Each DICA pad has a nylon rope handle for
easy setup and maneuvering.
800-610-3422
www.dicausa.com

4.	Swift Mobile
Price: $39.95–$49.95
The new SWIFT Mobile is the most comprehensive weather tracking software
specifically designed for use with handheld and mobile devices such as PDAs,
PocketPCs and SmartPhones in the U.S.
Location-based technology allows the user
to customize the display of weather radar
and be automatically alerted to weather
before it arrives.
www.swiftmobile.net
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5. Bard’s All Natural
	Shampoo and Body Wash
Price: $3.50 plus shipping and handling
A gentle, 100% natural olive oil-base
shampoo and body conditioning cleanser
that contains a cayenne derivative and
emu oil. Cayenne is noted to improve skin
circulation, and emu is a conditioning oil
that does not clog the pores. Use Bard’s for
normal body maintenance and therapeutic
benefit. Bard’s products are sold on the
web and thru individual distributors.
936-967-3950
www.bardsbody.com

6.	Satellite Messenger
Price: $149
SPOT provides consumers with the ability
to send for emergency assistance in time of
need; notify employers, friends or family of
their status and allows them to visually track
the messenger’s location and progress on
a computer using Google Maps™ and the
SPOT Website.
866-651-7768
www.findmespot.com
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7.	Rechargeable Flashlight
Price: $29.99
Designed to recharge in any automobile via
its 12-volt plug, this lightweight flashlight
features a powerful, super-bright, one-watt
LED light 10 times brighter than a standard
LED and provides up to 45 lumens of light.
The battery completely recharges within 20
minutes and runs continuously for three
hours. Compass included.
800-457-0600
www.greatnecksaw.com
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8.	Propane Scale
Price: $29.95
A one-button design alerts to the amount of
propane left in the tank and, most importantly, when it’s time to refill. The electronic
propane tank scale is designed for standard
20- and 30-pound tanks. Powered by two
AA batteries, the lightweight device is accurate within a half pound.
916-984-4206
www.gagetek.com
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